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apologist for Pamelliam, nor for agrarian crime;. but he writes of them
with some sympathy. Yet in spite of this, or perhaps because one knowa
that the writer is willing to see light wherever he can, his narrative of tha
great plot stands out blacker and blacker. It is a great drama marching-
to catastrophe.

Mr. Paul will not defend the accuracy of his statement that Mr. J. E.
Green had given up his orders in 1874, or that Mr. E. W. Dale was &
Wesleyan; nor will he persuade many sane persons that he is really,
talking sense when he says ' the removal of the last duty on foreign corn.
prevented actual famine.' At least the statistics of the price of corn at
the time hardly bear out thin highly coloured statement.

G. TOWNSBND WABNEB.

Le Coup dt Grdce : Epilogue de la Guerre Franco-Allemande.
Par le General DK PIEPAPE. (Paris: Plon. 1906.)

THB Franco-Prussian war has received, ever since i$ took place, a very
large amount of attention, both from students of the art of war in its
teohnieal aspects and also from all who wish to understand the forces that
dominate the world. Not only did it come rather as a surprise to the
majority of lookers-on, but it was the first war waged under the new con-
ditions, with railways to carry the troops instead of their own feet, with
both sides using weapons of precision capable also of rapid fire, above all
with the telegraph to give information and transmit orders instantane-
ously. And the new machinery was wielded by the most closely calcu-
lating of strategists, who left nothing to chance and did not count the
cost of victory, against an enemy who failed to make tl̂ e best use of his
resources. It is possible that purely professional study of 1870 may be
overdone. Many improvements have since taken place in armaments,
and these compel a very thorough reconsideration of its tactical methods.
But from the point of view of the statesman, who cannot ignore the possi-
bilities of war if he does his duty by his country, study of the Franco-4

Prussian campaign is as profitable as ever. It is doubtful, however,
whether the war as a whole has often been studied as it deserves. The
dramatic completeness of the Sedan catastrophe has gone far to mono-
polise attention. All the world remembers that, and very little else except
that the Germans surrounded Paris and ultimately compelled it to
surrender. Yet it is no paradox to affirm that other and less sensational
aspects of the great struggle may teach more to a statesman who would
not see patriotism and courage unavailing to save his country for the
lack of organisation and grasp of facts. And one of these is the final
episode, which General de Piepape has just narrated under the title of Le
Coup de Grace.

Frenchmen have learned to think and write dispassionately of the
great disaster of 1870 far more quickly than they learned the same lesson
in relation to the overthrow of Napoleon. French historical inquiry
nowadays derives its spirit from the Ecole des Ohartes, instead of from
the example of a brilliant partisan litterateur like Thiers. It recognises
that the essential thing is to arrive at the truth, and it is as thorough in
its methods as any contemporary. From this point of view. General de
Piepape is a model writer. Of course it would be impossible, without
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minute and prolonged study, to pass judgment on the correctness of
every statement that he makes ; but it is obvious that he spares no pains
to set forth the truth, however bitter to natural feelings. In its literary
aspect his book cannot be held up to admiration: while he narrates each
separate operation with care and fulness he fails to give his readers a
grasp of the whole. If it were one section of a voluminous work this
defect would be lesa conspicuous. As the book is an independent one
readers have a right to expect, what they do not find, a comprehensive
account of the whole military situation at the time when the scheme was
devised for the movement which forms its main subject. Without such
a conspectus no one who has not every detail of the war at his fingers'
ends can well understand what a priori prospect there was of achieving
anything by the stroke which Bourbaki attempted, though there is no
difficulty in realising from the book why it failed disastrously, and under
such conditions was bound to fail.

Early in December 1870 a severe defeat before Orleans left the army
of the Loire, which was composed very largely of the new levies brought
into the field by the energy of Gambetta's government, divided into two
parts, both formidable in numbers but in little else. One, commanded by
Chanzy, held its ground more or less well north of the Loire till the end
of the war ; the other, which had to retreat to Bourges, was placed under
Bourbaki. It was obvious that the state of things was growing de-
sperate : unless some effective blow could be struck at the Germans Paris
must soon fall. It was apparently M. de Freycinet, and at any rate it
was the civilians rather than the soldiers, who were responsible for the
idea that Bourbaki's army should make a diversion by moving through
Dijon on Besancon, thence raising the siege of Belfort and striking north-
wards at the German communications. Opinions may fairly differ as to
whether this scheme was in the abstract wise, whether such a stroke was
aimed at a sufficiently vital point to be worth the cost of withdrawing the
force that was to make it from directly threatening an advance towards
Paris. Bourbaki disliked the proposal, though he agreed to carry it out,
but rather, it would seem, because he thought the troops ineffective for
the purpose than on general strategic grounds. Bat it is abundantly
clear that such a venture could only be successful, in face of the German
armies placed as they then were, if carried out with speed and secrecy.
A movement of which the enemy got wind, so inefficiently organised that
the troops were conveyed by train no faster than they could have gone
on foot, and suffered cruelly from being shut up whole days and nights in
railway carriages in the depth of an exceptionally severe winter, was fore-
doomed to failure. Could more have been achieved ? It is arguable that
a man of a different stamp from Bourbaki might have extracted a little
more from the administrative chaos. It is probable also that the troops,
well as on the whole they fought, might have suffered less from the
hardships and fought a little more obstinately if they had all been
veterans. But General de Pie"pape's exhaustive treatment of France's
last desperate effort only strengthens the opinion which, on the whole,
prevailed at the time, that it was too late. One sympathises with those
who refused to believe that further struggle was useless, but one cannot
deny that the soldiers were right who realised that the game was lost.
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War is not like other forms of human enterprise. A peaceful under-
taking, Buch as a manufacture, succeeds or not in competition with its
rivals according to its effectiveness, to the capacity of its managers, to
the skill and industry of its workmen, to the quality of its raw material.
If part of its organisation proves defective it can be improved: the
losses of this year may be retrieved next. In war it is not so, especially
in modern war, where so much turns on material resources. Losses in
the field can only be made good if there exists a large reserve of men
who have already had some military training. Hospitals, supply,
transport, especially railway transport, cannot be extemporised, and the
existing materials cannot be really utilised unless expert knowledge as
well as zeal is brought into play. Above all, a successful enemy does
not relax his grip: every step in a victorious invasion under a competent
commander strengthens his hold on the invaded country, diminishes its
resources, and renders it more difficult to make effective use of what is
left.

That France was not properly organised for war in 1870 is notorious;
and for lack of organisation all the zeal and energy of Gambetta and
his colleagues were unavailing. There was nothing to choose between
French and Germans as to fighting qualities: the keener patriotism
elicited on the French side by the country being in danger was probably
counterbalanced by the disaffection of some to the empire and the
reluctance of others to persevere after the fall of the empire to which they
were attached. All really turned on resources—not the natural wealth of
either country, but what could be effectually utilised for war. In this
respect Prussia had the initial advantage, and Moltke took very good care
that it should be improved with every step forward. Such changes as
have come about during the last generation have increased the relative
importance of previous organisation, both of men and of material, in case
of war. The defeat of a nation which had not taken preparation
seriously, by one as effectively organised as was Prussia in 1870, would
be now even more inevitable than we can see it to have been then. It is
easy to talk about the general interest in the blessings of peace and the
reluctance of armed nations to inour the fearful cost of war. But this at
bottom means that the strong, if also unscrupulous, are more likely than
formerly to gain their ends without fighting; and that is hardly
encouraging to a nation which, whatever the value of its unorganised
material, scarcely pretends to be organised for war.

HEBEFOBD B. GEOEGE.
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